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x,
The denominator of the second sum in Eq. (4) is expanded (lob) In the following calculations the size of the matrix is truncated at finite order.
The "input" for the calculation is Feigenbaum's universal function g(x) written as a series, ' g(x) =1+ X"", g"x'".
We can of course move the expansion to xp, g(xp) =0 (see Knowing this series we can analytically invert it to any order (see, for instance, Ref. 7) and obtain g '(x)=xp + gt t a, x'. The first 10 coefficients are displayed in Table   I . The matrix (10b) can then be constructed numerically to any order. Alternatively, one can solve all equations on a grid; we have used both methods and the results are indistinguishable.
From the largest eigenvalue A. of MId we find 1 Inserting in Eq. (7), we find the following RG equation for y, k(r):
y", ( kr)=tx 'lrrl'y" t k(r)+ ltrl' X w«(r)tx ty" t -t(r) Assuming that for large n the partition function grows as y""=h."g", we find Grassberger' and down to 10 with the result of Chang and McCown. 9 Actually, a direct numerical estimate of Dp via Eq. (1) seems to deviate from this estimate even with very many points (n =4096). We attribute this to a very slow convergence of the direct calculation which we avoid in our RG formulation.
It is instructive to consider the lowest two approximations in our formulation. To zeroth order it is easy to find
